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Abstract 
 

The aim of this paper is to study and predict the effect of a number of critical parameters 
on the performance of Virtual Machines (VMs).  These parameters include allocation 
percentages, real-time scheduling decisions and co-placement of VMs when these are 
deployed concurrently on the same physical node, as dictated by the server consolidation 
trend and the recent advances in the Cloud computing systems. Different combinations of 
VM workload types are investigated in relation to the aforementioned factors in order to 
find the optimal allocation strategies. What is more, different levels of memory sharing are 
applied, based on the coupling of VMs to cores on a multi-core architecture. For all the 
aforementioned cases, the effect on the score of specific benchmarks running inside the VMs 
is measured. Finally, a black box method based on genetically optimized Artificial Neural 
Networks is inserted in order to investigate the degradation prediction ability a priori of the 
execution and is compared to the linear regression method.  
 

Keywords—Virtualization,  real-time scheduling, cloud computing, artificial neural 
networks, genetic algorithms, performance prediction 
 

1 INTRODUCTION 

During the recent years, server consolidation through the use of virtualization techniques and 
tools such as VMware [2], XEN [3], KVM [4] is widely used in data centers or in new computing 
paradigms such as Cloud computing [1]. Through this technique, applications with different 
characteristics and requirements can run inside Virtual Machines (VMs) on the same physical 
multi-core host, with increased levels of security, fault tolerance, isolation, dynamicity in 
resource allocation and ease of management.  
 However, a number of issues arise from this advancement in computing, like the 
degradation of the performance of the applications, due to the usage of the virtualization layer 
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[16].  Except for the extra layer, a number of other parameters may also affect the performance in 
distributed and virtualized environments. These may be the percentage of CPU allocated to the 
VM and its effect on execution time and the scheduling granularity (the way this percentage is 
assigned) that may also affect the latter. What is more, consolidation decisions, whether these 
imply the assignment of VMs to the same core or neighbouring cores on the same physical node, 
may have an effect on application performance. In addition, different types of applications may 
have different interference effect on the co-scheduled ones on the same physical node. This may 
happen due to application internal characteristics, like type of calculations, usage of specific sub-
circuits of the CPU, effect due to cache sharing, memory access patterns etc. 
 
The degradation of performance in this case may lead to increased need for resources.  However, 
the current cloud business SPI model [5] identifies discrete roles between the entity that offers a 
platform (PaaS provider) and the entity that offers the resources which this platform may use 
(IaaS or Cloud provider). This model, in conjunction with the aforementioned performance 
overhead, creates the following problem: 

• A PaaS provider has estimated that X number of resources are needed for meeting the 
QoS features of the application inside the VM. This estimation will probably be made 
after observing the application behavior when running as standalone. 

• The IaaS provider receives a request in order to reserve this X amount of resources. In an 
attempt to maximize profit, the VMs of the application will be consolidated with other 
VMs that are admitted in the infrastructure. The way this consolidation is performed is 
unknown to the PaaS layer. This does not mean that the IaaS provider will give less 
resources. The same amount as requested will be allocated.  

• The performance degradation due to the aforementioned consolidation and according 
interference will be translated to decreased Quality of Service (QoS) levels for the 
application.  

• The breach of confidence between the PaaS and IaaS provider is inevitable. The former 
will consider that the latter has deceived him/her, and that the allocation of resources was 
less than agreed. The latter will consider that the former made a poor estimation and is 
trying to transfer the responsibility to the infrastructure layer.  

 
Therefore, it is imperative for an IaaS provider to be able to predict accurately the overhead that 
is produced by the consolidation strategy and therefore increase a priori the number of resources 
allocated to an application accordingly. This will not only lead to improved reputation but will 
enable the IaaS provider to optimize the assignment of VMs to hosts or even cores of one host, 
depending on the type of workload these VMs produce and the estimated interference of one 
type of workload over the other. By knowing which combinations result in less overhead, over-
provisioning with regard to standalone execution can be minimized. 
 
The aim of this paper is to take under consideration a wide range of parameters that affect 
application performance when running on consolidated virtualized infrastructures and quantify 
this overhead. Therefore, IaaS providers may perform intelligent decisions regarding the 
placement of VMs on physical nodes. This will mitigate the aforementioned problem and will aid 
the IaaS layer to minimize the need for over-provisioning. As indicative applications we consider 
the 6 standard Matlab benchmark tests, due to the fact that they represent a wide area of 
computational workload, from mathematical calculations to graphics processing, and are easily 
reusable by other researchers. The following aspects are investigated: 

• Scheduling decisions for EDF-based (Earliest Deadline First) scheduling (budget Q over 



period P), both in terms of CPU share assigned (Q/P) and granularity of this assignment 
(P). This type of scheduling [28], which is very popular in the real-time world, is used in 
order to guarantee that the assignments of CPU percentages to the VMs will be followed 
and to ensure temporal isolation. 

• Different combinations of benchmark tests, in order to  discover the ones that show less 
interference (and therefore overhead), when running concurrently on the same node  

• Different placement decisions and how these affect the overhead (placement on the same 
core, in adjacent or non adjacent cores in one physical node, compared with standalone 
execution). As adjacent cores we consider the ones that share a L2 cache memory. 

• Ability to predict in advance these effects in order to proactively provision the resources 
needed by an application and be able to choose the suitable configuration that creates the 
least overhead. For achieving this, Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are used, that are 
automatically designed and optimized through an innovative evolutionary (GA-based) 
approach. The topology of the networks is dynamic in terms of number of hidden layers, 
neurons per layer and transfer functions per layer and is decided through the optimization 
process of the GA.  

The remaining of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, similar approaches in the related 
field are presented, while in Section 3 an extended analysis is made on the chosen parameters for 
investigation. Section 4 contains the description of the test-bed and the measuring process, while 
Section 5 presents the analytical results from the experiments. Section 6 details the approach in 
order to predict in advance the effect and compares it to the multi-variate linear regression 
method, while Section 7 provides the overall conclusions from this study and intentions for the 
future. 

2 RELATED WORK  

 
In the past, we have investigated partly a number of the parameters that are considered here. In 
our previous works [19],[20], the main focus was given on the effect of scheduling parameters 
and % of cpu assignments on the QoS offered by specific applications (mainly interactive ones).  

Given that virtualization technologies have become very popular during the recent years, 
a large number of interesting research efforts exist. In [5], the authors investigate the overhead 
that is inserted through the use of different virtualization tools, with the intention to discover the 
most efficient one. In [7], the main focus is the scalability of virtual machines with mixed 
workloads and the effect on their performance when consolidated. The benchmarks are based on 
server applications. With the extended use of cloud technologies, applications that are envisioned 
to be part of their workload may have more complicated workloads rather than traditional data 
center ones. Such examples may be the case of the Digital Film Post-production application [26] 
of the IRMOS project or the availability of mathematical programming and optimization tools 
like GAMS in cloud infrastructures [32]. Furthermore, no temporal isolation between the virtual 
machines is used. 

A very interesting approach,  similar to our work, is [8]. In this case, the authors study the 
performance interference of combinations of elementary applications when running inside co-
allocated VMs. Interesting score methodology is presented that can also be used for classifying 
applications. The workload characteristics of each application are gathered in order to be used as 
a comparison in the future for identifying unknown applications that are going to be inserted in 
the infrastructure and as predictors in a linear regression model. The main differences of our 
approach lie on the fact that we investigate a limited number of specific and generic benchmark 
tests, with the use of real time scheduling and a different prediction method based on ANNs. 
Especially the use of RT scheduling ensures the temporal isolation of VMs when running 



concurrently on the same CPU and the fair division of the resource percentages that each VM 
utilizes. In addition, we investigate different hardware setup interferences, such as running VMs 
on the same core or in adjacent cores in multi-core architectures and different setups in terms of 
granularity and percentage for each elementary application. 

In [9], a very promising approach for dynamically handling the resources on which 
concurrent VMs are executed is portrayed, in order to optimize system utilization and application 
response times. This is based on both offline recommendations and online corrections. However 
this work is centered  around database applications. In [10], a design and validation methodology 
of benchmarks for virtual machines is presented, where also the concurrency effects are 
investigated. In [11], a number of configurations is taken under investigation, like running on the 
same or adjacent cores, through hyper-threading or not. Experiments are focused on 3 tests and 
without taking under consideration scheduling parameters. Prediction methods are based on 
analytical formulas.  
 In [12], VSCBenchmark is described, an analysis of the dynamic performance of VMs 
when new VMs are deployed. The authors investigate the behavior of the co-scheduled VMs for 
both launching and maintaining multiple instances on the same server. Boot time for a VM is a 
very resource consuming task, that may lead other co-scheduled tasks to resource starvation. In 
our work, this is avoided through the use of the real time scheduling that limits the resources 
assigned to a task (like a VM) to a predefined percentage. Thus temporal isolation is achieved 
between the concurrently running tasks.  

In [13], an interesting approach for scheduling VMs is presented, with two modes of 
operation (high-throughput and concurrent) which aims at efficiently handling CPU time for the 
phases where the VMs have multiple threads running concurrently.  This approach is more 
focused on the scheduling aspects and does not take into consideration concurrent VMs running 
on the same server. The VirtualGEMS simulator for testing different configurations with regard 
to L2 setup between different concurrently running VMs appears in [14]. 

A benchmarking suite specifically for VM performance is depicted in [15]. While it 
pinpoints some important features for benchmarking of virtualized applications, it mainly focuses 
on one type of workload (linux kernel compilation). A survey of virtualization technologies in 
addition to performance results for different configurations appears in [17]. In [29] and [30], an 
investigation is carried out on the possibility to enhance the     temporal isolation among Virtual 
Machines concurrently running on the same core, by using the IRMOS real-time scheduler, 
focusing on compute-intensive and network-intensive workloads. 

In [37] a very interesting approach for adaptive real-time management of VMs in High 
Performance Computing (HPC) workloads is presented. This mechanism is used during the 
operation of the HPC infrastructure, in which the VMs have a predefined running period which is 
decided by the infrastructure sharing policy. The main goal is to calculate in real time if the job 
that is included in the VM is going to be finished in time or not. The ones that will not anyway 
finish in time are prematurely killed in order to improve the success rate of the overall 
infrastructure. In our view, this work can be used in combination with the one presented in this 
paper. The models that are described here can be used for observing and minimizing the overhead 
of a specific allocation over the different nodes, while the work presented in [37] can be used for 
the runtime optimization of the virtualized infrastructure.   

GA-based optimization of ANNs has been used in the past in a number of significant 
works. For example, in [33], a number of the parameters of the network (like connection weights) 
are chosen through GAs. The main disadvantage of this approach lies on the fact that a static 
structure for the network is required. In other cases (like in [34]) they are used for indirect 
optimization, through for example optimizing the training process. In [35], another approach 
combining GAs and ANN architecture is presented, however the structure of the network is 



limited to two hidden layers and static transfer functions, while experimenting with a different set 
of parameters such as number of nodes and their connections. The same applies for [36]. In our 
approach, the networks may have a dynamic topology, in terms of number of hidden layers, 
number of neurons per layer and transfer functions per layer. Other parameters such as different 
training methods can be added at will. 

3 INVESTIGATED PARAMETERS  

In a general purpose operating system, when two tasks start to execute, they compete with each 
other for the underlying computational resources. The amount of the latter that is assigned to each 
task may be divided according to the temporal needs and demands of them. However, this results 
in an inability to predict the QoS offered by an application running inside a VM, in shared 
infrastructures. The percentage of CPU allocated to it may vary significantly depending on the 
co-located tasks demand (like the booting of another VM in [11]).   One solution to mitigate this 
effect is derived from the real time world. Through the use of EDF-based scheduling, the 
percentage assigned to a task may be guaranteed. In general, for this type of scheduling, there are 
two significant parameters, the budget Q and the period P. Q is the computational time on the 
physical node that is assigned to a task over a period P. Thus, the ratio of Q/P is the resulting 
percentage on the machine. However, for a given percentage, different granularities may exist, 
depending on P (for example, 50% may mean 50 milliseconds every 100 milliseconds or it may 
mean 250 over 500 milliseconds). One interesting question is how these parameters affect 
application performance. 

As investigated in [19] and [20], the effect of real-time scheduling parameters may affect 
the application performance in a variety of ways. For example, in our aforementioned works, that 
investigate interactive applications, different granularities of the same CPU percentage 
assignments lead to increased standard deviation values for server response times. The conclusion 
from that analysis was that for interactive applications, low granularity (small scheduling period 
P) leads to more stable performance for the same percentage of CPU assigned. In this work, we 
focus on 6 computationally intensive applications. The effect of scheduling decisions (for both 
percentage of CPU allocated and granularity of this allocation) on their performance metrics is 
observed along with the interference of the co-allocation of VMs for the same CPU % assigned.   

As identified in [23], the metric that is currently used by infrastructure providers in order 
to describe hardware capabilities is mainly CPU frequency. However this metric is far from 
sufficient, given that it does not reflect the physical node’s ability to solve problems (does not 
take under consideration other factors such as bus speed, memory speed etc.).  Other approaches 
such as the Berkeley dwarfs [25] or MATLAB benchmark tests are more able to capture a node’s 
computational capability. In this paper the second approach was chosen. The MATLAB 
benchmarks [22] consist of 6 tests, that measure the physical node’s (and Matlab’s for this matter) 
ability to solve problems with different computational requirements. Therefore these tests are 
used for both determining the hardware computational capability (test score) and the 
characterization of the types of workloads (test number). 

 
Test 1 floating point operations with regular memory accesses 
Test 2 floating point operations with irregular memory accesses 
Test 3 data structures 
Test 4 floating point and mixed integer operations 
Test 5 2-D graphics 
Test 6 3-D graphics 

Table 1: Details regarding the MATLAB benchmark tests and the specific computational patterns 
that they represent [22] 

 



 What is more, they represent a wide area of types of workloads (Table 1) with a limited 
number of tests and it is the reason the specific approach was chosen. For these, we investigate 
the effect of the CPU allocation and the effect of their combination in concurrently running VMs. 
It is expected that different combinations will have different effect, due to the nature of the 
computations. The degradation of the performance is reflected on the test score. Lower test 
scores indicate better performance. In general, the test score is the time needed to make the 
necessary calculations for each test. 

Furthermore, different allocation scenarios are investigated for multi-core architectures. 
The VMs are pinned with a variety of ways on cores of the same physical node in order to 
examine the interference effect per scenario on their performance. This is expected to be reduced 
due to the temporal isolation when sharing the same core (with the exception of cache influence). 
However it is interesting to see what happens when the VMs that contain the individual tests are 
scheduled on different cores on the same physical node, thus running in real parallelism and 
contending for the same sub-circuits like the RAM bus. 
 
So, overall what is investigated is: 

• different core% assignments for a single VM running an elementary test 
• different granularity of allocation assignments for a single VM running a test 
• mutual interference effect of combination of tests for concurrently running VMs on the 

same core (shared L1 and L2 cache memories) and for a variety of scheduling periods 
• mutual interference effect of combination of tests for concurrently running VMs on 

adjacent cores (with shared L2 cache) on the same physical node and for a variety of 
scheduling periods 

• mutual interference effect of combination of tests for concurrently running VMs on non-
adjacent cores (non shared L1/L2 cache) on the same physical node and for a variety of 
scheduling periods 

• ping times for different ping periods, %core assignments and scheduling periods of VMs 
in order to investigate the effect on network responsiveness 

4 TESTBED 

 
For the real time scheduler, the one that is presented in [21] was chosen. The host of the 
experiments was a quad core (2.4 Ghz) CPU, with 8 GB of RAM and 8MB of L2 cache (divided 
in two 4MB parts per core couple). Power management was switched off in order not to 
dynamically change the processor speed for power efficient operation. The host OS is Ubuntu 
Linux 10.10, the VM OS is Windows 7 (with Cygwin and OpenSSH) and the hypervisor is KVM. 
The Matlab executable containing the tests took as arguments the duration of the experiment, the 
number of test to run, an execution ID and the scheduling parameters (Q, P) for documentation 
purposes. It was compiled in Matlab R2007b. In order to be able to run individual tests and not 
the entire suite, the variation of the benchmark function that is provided in [24] was used. This 
was combined with suitable logic in order to perform the tests for a specific period of time and 
not for a specific number of runs. The reason for this is that each one of the 6 elementary tests has 
a different execution time, which is also affected by the resources allocated to it. So the 
synchronization of them cannot be based on number of runs. Furthermore, in order to run each 
test for an increased number of times, this duration was significantly larger so that a large sample 
could be collected (in the range of hundreds of test runs per configuration). From this sample, 
the mean value of the execution times was extracted for each case.  

The experiments were coordinated by a Java module (Coordinator) that was pinned on 
one core (CPU 0). This code implemented the interface towards the real time scheduler, in order 
to change the Q,P scheduling parameters on the processes of the VMs. The VMs were pinned to 



either one core (CPU 2) or each one on different cores (CPU 1,2 or 3), depending on the 
experiment. After the setup of the scheduler, the Coordinator was used in order to connect into 
the VMs through SSH and launch different combinations of the Matlab executables for a specific 
period of time. The time was measured from inside Matlab, and each execution with a given 
configuration was performed until a certain time period had passed (500 seconds). This leads to a 
small violation of the time period, but it was much smaller than the overall duration. It is critical 
to mention that if the functions used to measure time are based on the clock function of Matlab, 
this is far from accurate. It was observed that with high utilization inside the VM, these timing 
mechanisms lost completely track of time (indicatively, while the simulation was running for 2 
hours, inside the VM only 5 measured minutes had passed). This is why the tic-toc measuring 
function of Matlab was used. 
The pseudo-code for the Coordinator appears in Figure 1 and for the executable inside the VM in 
Figure 2. The overall implementation design and the interactions between the necessary software 
components appear in Figure 3. In detail, the different steps needed are: 

• Launching of the Java Coordinator. This component has the responsibility of keeping 
track of the execution loops for the various parameters of the experiments like scheduling 
periods, CPU percentages assigned and test combinations. Furthermore, it raises the 
threads that contact the scheduler interface (Python script) for setting up the CPU 
allocations for each VM.  

• The next step is to raise different threads in order to connect to the VMs and launch the 
Matlab executables with the specific arguments (test combinations). These threads are 
synchronized in the end of their execution, in order to ensure the concurrency of the next 
combination execution. It is critical to mention that in order to ensure a stable execution 
of the threads for an unlimited period of time, the implementation suggested in [38] was 
followed. This guarantees that the output and error streams are captured efficiently, in 
order to avoid computer hangs. 

• When both executions inside the VMs are completed, the Java Coordinator progresses 
with the next configuration dictated by the loop. 
Thread synchronization was performed in order to ensure that the VMs are executed 

concurrently. The results of each VM were kept in a logfile locally at the VM. At the end they 
were merged in order to obtain the overall logs. Details regarding the testbed are documented in 
Table 2. 

 
 

Host OS Linux Ubuntu 10.10 
Guest OS Windows 7 
Hypervisor KVM 
Benchmarks Matlab R2007b executable 

Physical Host  Intel Core 2 Duo Q6600 (Quad core 
2.4 Ghz, 8 MB cache, 8 GB RAM) 

Table 2: Test-bed details regarding hardware and software 
 
 
1. for different combinations of P 
2.   for different combinations of Q/P 
3.    set scheduling params for each VM 
4.    for all unique combinations of tests 
5.     raise threads to connect and execute 
6.     tests inside the VMs 
7.     synchronize threads 
8.    end   
9.  end 



10.end 
11.gather results from VMs 
12.merge results based on execution ID 

Figure 1: Pseudo-code for Java Coordinator sequence of actions 
 
 
1. Take input arguments (runDuration, test number X, execution ID) 
2. Measure time (tic)            
3. while (duration< testDuration) 
   Run Test X (1 time) 
   Add result to array 
   Measure time (toc) 
  End 
4. Extract statistical data (mean, std dev) from the individual values 
5. Enter log data  

Figure 2: Pseudo-code for Matlab executables inside the VMs 
 

 
Figure 3: Software components needed for the implementation and their interaction: the main 
component is the Java Coordinator which keeps track of execution loops in order to cover the 

investigated interval, sets up the scheduling parameters of the VMs and connects to the guest OS in 
order to launch the specific test combination dictated by the current execution 

 
The duration of each run (a specific test combination with a specific hardware configuration) 

was set to 500 seconds. This was sufficient time to ensure that the threads would be concurrently 
executed for the majority of the time, without having random ssh connection delays influence this 
process. The ssh connection delays ranged from 2.8 to 3.8 seconds. This is why thread 
synchronization was performed in the end of the 500-second interval. The thread that finished 
first waited for the second one to complete. It was also enough in order to let the tests run for an 
increased number of runs (in the range of hundreds), thus leading to sufficient sample gathering. 

Furthermore, an execution ID was passed inside the VMs, in order to be included in the 
reported results. This was a unique number for each examined combination. This is necessary due 
to the fact that it was observed that for a number of random reasons (like broken tcp pipes etc.) a 
limited number of combinations did not succeed in starting or finishing. For these cases the ID 



did not get logged. This way the results from the separate files that are kept inside each VM and 
consolidated in the end could be filtered in order to rule out the aforementioned cases and repeat 
the experiment for them. 

 

5 M EASUREMENTS 

In the following paragraphs the different deployment scenarios are described, along with the 
resulting measurements. For all cases, the scheduler granularity was investigated from 200 to 800 
milliseconds. A warm-up period for the system was introduced, as suggested by the literature, in 
order for the VMs to behave in a more stable fashion. That is why the experiments began from 
150 milliseconds, but the results were discarded for that specific value. Each data point in the 
graphs shown in the next sections is the mean value of the individual test runs inside a 500-
second interval. In general these individual test runs were in the range of hundreds of times.  
 

5.1 Single VM on a core 

In this scenario the maximum percentage assigned to each test is 80%. This is due to the fact that 
the remaining part is left for host system tasks to utilize. In this configuration, each VM is 
executed as standalone on one core. No other VM is running. This was performed in order to see 
the effect of the granularity of the scheduling parameters and the percentage allocation, in 
addition to acquiring the baseline scores of un-interfered execution (standalone) for comparison 
with the VM consolidation scenarios. As scheduling parameters are considered the CPU share X 
assigned to a task in a period P.  In every period, the task is given X*P milliseconds of CPU time. 
For example if we have a scheduling period of 500 milliseconds and a CPU share of 40%, this 
means that the task will be given 200 milliseconds of CPU time every 500 milliseconds.  

In the following graphs the scores for each test are portrayed, for different CPU shares 
and periods of assignment of them. Lower test scores indicate better performance. In essence, the 
test score is the time needed for completing one test run. Only an indicative number is portrayed 
here, remaining graphs are included in the Appendix A. 
 

 
a) Standalone Test 1 



 
                       b) Standalone Test 4 

      
      c) Standalone Test 6 
 

Figure 4: Test scores for different CPU percentages and granularity (scheduling period) when the 
tests are running without any interference (co-scheduled tests). The test score (vertical axis) indicates 
the time needed for executing one test run and has been calculated from the mean value of hundreds 

of test runs inside a 500-second execution run. The scheduling period (horizontal axis) is the time 
interval in which the allocation of X% CPU share is guaranteed  

 
For tests 1-4, the conclusion is that the behavior is independent of the granularity of 

scheduling. This is anticipated since in a standalone basis, the effect of interference in cache 
memories from task switching is non-existent. With relation to the improvement of performance 
when the CPU share increases, this is almost linear, as seen from the inversely proportional test 
scores.  
For tests 5-6 (graphics tests), the behavior is more oscillatory, which can be attributed to the 
difficulty of the virtualization layer to access or emulate the graphics card. 
 



5.2 Concurrent VMs collocated on the same core 

 
The second experiment aims at examining the effect of concurrency on the performance of VMs 
that are running on the same core, thus using shared L1 and L2 cache memories. For this reason, 
each VM is allocated 40% of the core capacity. The performance scores are compared to the 40% 
scores of experiment A. Results are shown in Figure 5. These illustrate the scores of each 
individual  test, when running on the same core with each of the other tests. That is why the (i,j) 
figure does not coincide with the (j,i) figure. Lower test scores mean better performance. 
 

   
        a) Test 1 Performance           b) Test 2 Performance                           

  
        c) Test 3 Performance         d) Test 4 Performance   
       

  
      



       e) Test 5 Performance       f) Test 6 Performance    
        
Figure 5: Effect on individual test scores for different combinations of concurrent tests. Each of the 

graphs indicates a test’s performance. It contains 7 lines which correspond to this test’s performance, 
when each of the other tests is running on the other VM, in addition to its performance when it is 

executed as standalone for comparison purposes 
 
It is evident from the above graphs that while the scheduling period P of the assignments 
increases, the performance overhead of the co-scheduled tests improves. This is owed mainly to 
the fact that with larger periods (and the same % of CPU) the applications have more time to 
utilize components such as the cache memories. A lower period results in more frequent task 
switching on the CPU and thus higher cache interference and contamination between the 
concurrent tasks. Furthermore, the overhead from the context switching (scheduler overhead) is 
increased. 
 Another conclusion was that in some parts the graphs seemed to portray some anomalies like in 
the Test 3 graph (Figure 5c). However, after carefully observing the results, it seemed that when 
the high values of one test occurred, there were low values for the other test. This led us to plot 
the combined performance (added benchmark scores) of both co-scheduled VMs, which showed 
a more logical system-level graph. It seems that what matters in this case is which task starts first. 
In the test-bed description in Section 4 it was stated that the execution threads are synchronized in 
the end of the testing period, because this cannot happen in the beginning. The threads are 
launched simultaneously, but due to a number of random reasons (like ssh delay for example), the 
execution of each test in the respective VMs does not start at exactly the same time. This delay 
was in the range of 3 seconds, however it was much lower than the selected 500 second duration 
of each combination. From the system level graphs more accurate conclusions can be deducted. 
These are combined with the other scenarios and are depicted in Figure 6. 
Futhermore, there seem  to be extremely high values for the 250 millisecond period P. This 
happens for almost all graphs and is contradictory to the general trend of the graphs. By taking 
under consideration the way the for loops are constructed in Figure 1, we can conclude that this 
happens due to some internal interference in the guest OS (e.g. an OS task that starts executing 
inside the VM) and influences the measurements taken at this period.   

5.3 Concurrent VMs collocated on adjacent cores 

 
The third experiment aims at investigating the effect on the performance of VMs when running 
on different but adjacent cores on the same CPU. This is to identify the effect of L1 cache 
memory interference, when compared to the results of B. In this setup, the cores have different L1 
cache memories but common L2 ones. The chosen utilization percentage for this experiment was 
40% per core. The reason for choosing this percentage was to have comparable results with B, for 
which maximum assignment of two tasks on one core is 40% per task (after subtracting 
approximately 20% that is always available for system tasks). Comparison with the other 
scenarios is included in Figure 6. 
 

5.4 Concurrent VMs collocated on non adjacent cores 

 
The fourth configuration was decided to be pinning the VMs on non adjacent cores. The reason 
for this setup is that the physical node of the experiments has 4 cores, which share a L2 cache in 
pairs. So by pinning the VMs on non adjacent cores, the gain in terms of having no shared cache 
memories is investigated, in comparison to the previous experiment where L2 memory was 
shared. For all scenarios, the combined performance of the VMs per combination of tests is 



depicted in Figure 6. In this figure, we have added the test scores of both VMs and have plotted 
all the deployment scenarios for comparison purposes. The remaining combinations that are not 
included in this figure are located in the Appendix B. 

 
     a) Tests 1 and 1 Combined Performance        b) Tests 6 and 6 Combined Performance  

  
      
     c) Tests 1 and 4 Combined Performance              d) Tests 1 and 5 Combined Performance 

  
     
     e) Tests 2 and 4 Combined Performance      f) Tests 2 and 6 Combined Performance 



 
 
    g) Tests 3 and 5 Combined Performance             h) Tests 4 and 6 Combined Performance 
 
Figure 6: Comparison of system level (added scores) performance for all deployment scenarios and 
40% CPU allocation per VM. In each of the graphs a specific combination of tests is investigated in 

order to compare their added scores (vertical axis) with regard to different deployment scenarios and 
how this performance is affected by the scheduling period P (horizontal axis) 

 
The anticipation during the beginning of these experiments was that interference between 

memory usage of concurrently running VMs would significantly affect VM performance. This 
was validated from all tested cases. The baseline scores are much better than any other 
configuration, even though the percentage of core assigned to the VMs was the same.  
Furthermore, different tests create different levels of interference, thus validating the initial 
assumptions that careful analysis must be made in order to optimize VM groupings on available 
nodes. Higher periods for the scheduler seem also to benefit the performance, due to better cache 
utilization. 

However, it was also anticipated that moving from tightly coupled configurations (same 
core) to more loosely coupled ones (adjacent and non-adjacent cores) would benefit the 
performance of the VMs. After observing the graphs, we can conclude to the fact that this does 
not happen. Given that the loosely coupled cases mean L1 cache independence (for adjacent 
cores) and L1/L2 cache independence (for non adjacent cores) it can be assumed that the 
bottleneck that is causing this lack of performance improvement has to do with RAM accesses. 
The factor of influence in this case can be the memory bus (FSB) that is necessary for accessing 
the RAM. In the observed hardware, this was a 1066Mhz bus. However, this bandwidth is shared 
between the different cores trying to access the main memory. If more than one cores try to 
access the RAM at the same time, the available bandwidth will be divided between them. Thus, 
when allocating VMs on different cores (with the same 40% share), the divided bandwidth is a 
limiting factor in comparison to the same core scenario. For the same core deployment, VMs are 
executed one after the other, in a sequential, pseudo-parallel fashion . During this time, each VM 
has all the available bandwidth of the FSB. When allocated in different cores, for the interval in 
which the 40% activation periods of the VMs overlap, their bandwidth on the FSB will be 
divided.  Given that the number of accesses to RAM (or when) that are necessary can be 
fluctuating, this can explain why in some cases one configuration is better than the other, with 
one effect prevailing over the other (cache interference over shared FSB bandwidth). 
In order to better conclude and illustrate for which combination of tests this improvement is 
greater, the percentage degradation of the system level test scores is portrayed in Figure 7, for 
P=800 msec. We chose the specific period due to the fact that it was shown from the previous 
graphs that for this value of P the system had the least overhead. The degradation of the 



performance is the ratio between the test scores of the added concurrent executions and the ones 
of the added standalone ones, for all the combinations of tests and is derived from Equation 1.  
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In this formula, A and B are the test numbers per combination, I is the deployment scenario (same 
core, adjacent cores, non-adjacent cores) and Base is the scores when the tests are executed as 
standalone, without any other test running on the physical node. 
The aim of this figure is to show the concrete percentage overheads of different scenarios and for 
different test combinations and to identify any patterns that can be of benefit for extracting 
generic conclusions. From this it can be shown that the computational capabilities of the VMs can 
range from almost 0 and up to 160%, depending on the collocated tasks and the deployment 
scenario. 

From this graph it is also evident that the best combinations are for all applications with 
Test 5 and the second fittest candidate is Test 6. The reason why these graphics tests are the fittest 
can be attributed to the fact that they use a small amount of data, on which they perform a large 
number of computations. Worst candidate for co-allocation is Test 4, while the adjacent cores 
placement seems to produce the maximum overhead (combination of L2 and FSB bus 
interference). This is evidence of the importance of the investigation of the interference caused 
between co-scheduled VMs, which can lead to significant degradation of the QoS features of 
applications running in virtualized infrastructures. Furthermore, in most cases the adjacent core 
setup has the worst performance, due to L2 cache interference and division of memory bus 
bandwidth. L1 cache interference seems to affect only a limited number of combinations (like 1 
and 2).  
 

 
Figure 7: Percentage of the degradation of benchmark scores for all test combinations and scenarios 

and P=800msec in order to illustrate the range of the overhead and the identification of optimum 
combinations. In the horizontal axis the different test combinations are portrayed while in the 

vertical one the degradation of the performance as extracted from Equation 1  
 
 



5.5 Statistical analysis of the measurements 

 
In order to gather the dataset that was presented in the previous graphs, each configuration 
(specific scheduling period, specific test combination and deployment scenario) was let to run for 
500 seconds. This means that each point in the graphs (with the according setup) was produced 
from taking the mean from all the runs executed in this 500-second interval. The number of runs 
was fluctuating due to the fact that each test had different computational needs and also the 
overhead from the concurrently running VMs was varying. However it was in the range of 
hundreds of times for each data point This is indicative also of the test scores, which indicate the 
time needed to perform one run. The mean value from these hundreds of times of executions for 
each configuration was used in the graphs. Details regarding the specific numbers for each 
experiment are included in Appendix D. 
In order to further validate the data gathering process, we repeated a number of the experiments 
for 10 times. This means that the executions with a specific configuration (test combinations, Q/P 
ratio, P scheduling period) were executed 10 times in order to investigate the difference between 
non-consecutive executions with the same conditions. During this experiment,  each 
configuration (500-second interval) was run for 10 times in a non-consecutive manner. The 
results (mean values of the test scores in the 500-second interval and standard deviations of the 
values inside this interval) are portrayed in Figure 8. From this it can be observed that the 
difference between the different executions is very small.  
 

 
Figure 8: Variation of the mean times and standard deviations of the test scores for 10 different  non-

consecutive executions of the same configuration (combination of tests 4 and 5, scheduling 
period=700 msec, same core execution). The sample for extracting the mean value and std dev for 

each execution has been gathered after letting each execution run for 500 seconds. 
 
Furthermore, the number of runs for each test in each of the executions was documented and is 
shown in Figure 9. From this it can be observed that for each execution (from which the mean 
value and standard deviation that is portrayed in Figure 8 was extracted) around 320 runs were 
conducted for Test 4 and around 230 runs for Test 5. The difference in the number of runs 
between the two tests occurs from the fact that each test has different types of computations, thus 
different time of execution. It was chosen to synchronize the executions based on a given time 
interval (and not on number of runs) in order to ensure the concurrency of the computations. By 
having the same number of runs (and different time for each run of each test) we would have the 



problem of one test finishing faster than another. Thus the remaining runs of the slower test 
would be executed as in the standalone phase.  

 
Figure 9: Number of test runs inside the 500-second sample gathering interval for each of the 
different non-consecutive executions of the same configuration (combination of tests 4 and 5, 

scheduling period=700 msec, same core execution) 
 
From the above graphs we can conclude that due to the fact that the test runs in each execution 
are significantly high, repetition of the experiments will produce very similar values (as depicted 
in Figure 8). The distribution of the individual values of the test scores for test 4 appears in 
Figure 10, for one of the 10 executions (Figure 10a) and all 10 repetitions (Figure 10b). From this 
comparison it can be concluded that the two distributions are almost alike, showing the peaks in 
the same bins (0.8-1.2 and 1.2-1.4 values). 
 

 
 

(a) 



 
(b) 

Figure 10: Histogram of the distribution of individual times for each test run for a) 1 execution of the 
500-second interval b) 10 executions of the 500-second interval with a given configuration 

(combination of tests 4 and 5, scheduling period=700 msec, same core execution) 
 
Regarding the statistical analysis of the samples gathered inside a single execution, the 
confidence intervals are depicted in Figure 11, for both tests (4 and 5) of the selected run. For this 
run (500-second interval), test4 was executed 232 times while test5 was executed 321 times. In 
order to process the results, the dfittool  of Matlab was used. From this we can observe that, 
especially for test5 there are two major areas of concentration of the test scores, around the 0.9 
and 1.3 values. This can be attributed to the inactive periods inserted by the scheduler for the task. 
This configuration had a 40% share over a period of 700 msec. This means that for 60% of the 
time (420 msec) the task is deactivated. Thus if the test run manages to finish before the inactive 
period it will not have the extra delay of the 420 msec. If not, then it will finish right after that 
interval. This agrees also with the difference between the two major values of the distribution.  
 

 



Figure 11: Cumulative Distribution Function and confidence intervals for tests 4 and 5 execution 
samples for scheduling period=700 msec, same core execution. The horizontal axis symbolizes the test 

scores and the vertical axis the probability to have these scores. 
 

5.6 Network Response 

 
During the initial tests for the experiments of 5.1 it was noticed that for low values of period P 
(below 100msec) the VMs were extremely unresponsive, even for a simple ssh connection or 
ping. For this reason it was decided to conduct another experiment in order to investigate the 
deterioration of VM network response times. This investigation involved the pinging of one VM 
for a certain period of time (300 seconds) for a number of different configurations. Different ping 
periods were used. The number of samples can be derived from the division of the 300-second 
period with the pinging period. Different percentages of CPU assignments were also taken under 
consideration and different periods P of the scheduling allocation. Detailed values appear in Table 
3.  
 

Pinging period  0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 seconds 
Scheduling Period P  150-800 msec (50 msec step) 

VM Status Full Load 
Q/P 20, 40, 60 and 80% 

Table 3: Parameters varied for the ping experiment 
 

In order to stress the CPU to full load, two approaches were considered. The first was 
with one of the MATLAB benchmarks. In order to avoid the effect of some specific computation 
interference that could be caused by these tests (like increased I/O that could increase the served 
interrupts and affect the ping responses), another executable was created. This was comprised of a 
simple infinite for loop that calculated the square value of the loop index. The results were almost 
identical. In the following graphs (Figure 12), the mean value and deviation of the response times 
are depicted, for the most stressful experiment (pinging period=0.5 seconds). More combinations 
are included in the Appendix C. 
 

 
   (a)      (b) 
 
Figure 12: a) Mean time of the response times for full load and various configurations of granularity 
of assignment (scheduling period) P and pinging period 0.5 seconds b) Mdev time (as reported by the 

ping command) of the response times for full load and various configurations of granularity of 
assignment  (scheduling period) P and pinging period 0.5 seconds 



 
It is imperative to stress that the test began from P=50msec of granularity, however the 

VMs showed little responsiveness, with many packet time outs occurring.. Full responsiveness 
was shown from 150msec values, and from these values and on the plots were created. What is 
seen from these measurements is that after the initial granularities when the VM is unresponsive, 
low values of P are more beneficial for the network metrics (both mean value and deviation from 
that for each individual packet time). Furthermore, one theoretical expectancy would be that the 
ping times would deteriorate as the P values increased, due to the fact that for low percentages of 
CPU assignments, large inactive periods of the task would affect especially the deviation times. 
However, as seen from the graphs, the highest values for both metrics are for middle cases of P 
(for the 450msec case). After this maximum, the network metrics seem to improve again, 
however not to the levels of the low P values. Similar behavior was noticed for adjacent values of 
P (200mec, 400msec and 800 msec). These were skipped for better visibility of the graphs. 
Another interesting conclusion is that the pinging period does not seem to affect this behavior. 

 The similarity of the metrics for high values of the allocation Q/P (%CPU share) is due 
to the fact that for percentages close to 100% (like the 80% case), the CPU is almost dedicated to 
the task, so the period of this allocation does not influence the VM behavior. Almost the entire 
time the task is active.  

For the statistical analysis of the measurements we have used as an example the 
configuration for scheduling period of 150 milliseconds, pinging period of 0.5 seconds and CPU 
share of 60%. The distribution of the 600 individual values collected during the sample gathering 
experiment is depicted in Figure 13a. In Figure 13b  the fitting of an exponential distribution to 
these values is shown, with mean value= 461.544, variance= 213023, std error= 18.8739 and 
estimated covariance= 356.226 . Exponential distributions are commonly used for networking 
times, as also shown in [20].The CDF and confidence intervals for all CPU shares of this 
configuration are shown in Figure 14, from which the benefit of having more CPU share is 
visualized in a more quantitative way.  

 

 
a) Histogram of the distribution of the individual values  



 
b)Density distribution and fitting of an exponential distribution 

Figure 13: a) Distribution of the individual ping delays in 500msec bins b) Density distribution of 
individual values (ping times) and fitting of an exponential distribution for scheduling period of 150 

milliseconds, pinging period of 0.5 seconds and CPU share of 60% 
 

 
 

 
Figure 14: Cumulative distribution function and according confidence intervals for all CPU shares , 
for scheduling period of 150 milliseconds, pinging period of 0.5 seconds. The horizontal axis is the 
time delay in milliseconds and the vertical the probability to have a ping time less or equal to this 

delay. 
 



6 PREDICTION OF OVERHEAD  

 
The experiments that were presented above are helpful for an Infrastructure/Cloud Provider in 
order to be able to have a generalized picture of how application performance deteriorates 
following the placement decisions. The high level conclusions could always be extracted as fuzzy 
logic rules in a similar decision making mechanism that would aid the provider during the 
scheduling and allocation policies enforcement. However, in order for this approach to meet its 
full potential, a suitable generic model should be designed. This model must be able to extract 
accurate predictions regarding the anticipated performance of the applications that have similar 
behavior to the investigated tests. It must be able to take as input the conditions of execution and 
produce the anticipated level of performance (test score), thus accurately quantifying the expected 
overhead. 
In order to implement such a system, the most generic black-box method was chosen, an 
Artificial Neural Network (ANN). ANNs are a methodology that aims to imitate the behavior of 
the human brain and have been used up to now for a number of applications (e.g. pattern 
recognition, function approximation, classification or time series prediction). Their main ability is 
to model a system’s behavior based only on a training data set  (black box approach) that 
includes a number of system inputs and the according outputs. In general, the ANN correlates the 
input with the output data in order to find an overall approximation of the model function that 
describes the dependence of the output from the input.. It was chosen since as demonstrated in 
Section 5, there are numerous, even hidden, factors that may affect an application’s performance 
like hardware design details. Having an analytical modeling approach is almost impossible, 
given the variety of these factors. But even if one devotes such an effort to create a detailed 
model, it will be deemed useless with the next processor generation or a different architectural 
design. The ANNs offer a much more generic and flexible approach, and given only a suitable 
data set, can achieve a quick and satisfactory model.  
The identified inputs and outputs of the ANN model are depicted in Figure 15 and include the 
investigated parameters of the previous sections.  

 
 

Figure 15: ANN model 
The range or potential values of the parameters are listed in Table 4. 
Test Number/Application Type 1 Can be from 1 to 6 (Matlab Benchmarks) 

Test Number/Application Type 1 Can be from 1 to 6 (Matlab Benchmarks) 

Q/P (Core %) 0 to 80 % 
P Arbitrary (in our case it is from 200 to 800 

msec) 
Execution Mode Can be Standalone, Same core, Adjacent cores, 

Non adjacent cores 

Table 4: Range of Parameters 



 
All the inputs and outputs were normalized in the (-1,1) numeric interval. For the non-numeric 
inputs, these were assigned different values for each state. The normalization is necessary for 
internal ANN representation and better depiction of the system. The data set that was presented in 
the previous sections (1100 different executions, each for 500 seconds) was used for training  
(50%), intermediate validation during training (20%) and independent validation (30%) of the 
network. 
 

6.1 Optimization of ANN structure and parameters 

Despite their advantages, ANNs come with an important drawback. The decisions regarding their 
design parameters (like number of hidden layers, transfer functions for each layer and 
number of neurons per layer) are more or less based on the designer’s instinct and experience. 
In order to automate and optimize this process, an evolutionary approach was followed in this 
paper. The aforementioned parameters of the ANN design were inserted in a Genetic Algorithm 
(GA)[31], in order to optimize their selection. In each generation of the GA, a set of solutions is 
tried out, through training and validating the respective networks. The performance metric for 
each solution, in our case the error in the training set, is then returned to the GA, as an indication 
of its suitability. Then the next generation is created by the best solutions of the current one 
(elitism), combinations of existing solutions (crossover) and slight differentiation of them 
(mutation). Through this algorithm, the parameter space is quickly searched for a suboptimal 
solution. The parameters that are fed into the GA appear in Figure 16. 
 

 
Figure 16: Parameters of the ANN design taken from the GA. These include how many hidden layers 
will be initialized and what will their transfer fu nction and their neurons. These parameters were in 

general decided by a human expert based on practical experience  
 

In order to implement the aforementioned approach, an initial GA script is created in 
order to handle the population in each iteration and to launch the ANN creator script, after 
feeding it with the values that are depicted in the chromosomes. The ANN creator script takes the 
variables from the GA script and dynamically creates the ANNs according to the GA-selected 
parameters, by changing the network topology. Then it initializes and trains them (feed-forward, 
back propagation networks were used, trained with the Levenberg-Marquardt [18] algorithm) and 
returns the performance criterion (error in the training set) to the GA for the evaluation of each 
solution. An intermediate validation set was used in order to enhance the ANN generalization 
capabilities, the network’s ability to predict cases that it has not met before during training. In this 
case, each network was trained by the 50% of the data set  Then if its predictions on the 
intermediate validation set had a Mean Absolute Error (MAE) smaller than 10%, this network 



was saved. In the end of the generations, from all the saved networks, the final candidate was the 
one that showed the best performance (MAE) in the independent validation set. It was also 
investigated if the returned metric of the GA was the MAE in the intermediate validation set, 
instead of the training set error. This showed a worse performance. 

13 different transfer functions were taken under consideration (as they are described in 
[27]) and a maximum limit of ten (10) layers and thirty (30) neurons per layer was inserted. Four 
independent runs were conducted for different number of generations (30, 50, 100 and 150). Each 
generation investigated 20 possible solutions.  

The ANN structure and overall prediction accuracy for these is described in Table 5. In 
this table, only the best model from each run is depicted. The mean absolute error for all 328 
independent validation cases is between 4.5 and 5.94, depending on the number of generations 
used, which can be considered as a very good estimator. Only the values in the independent 
validation set were used for the calculation of this error. These data have not been used during 
training. 
 

Number of 
Layers/ GA 
Generations 

Neurons Per 
Layer 

Transfer 
Functions per 
Layer 

Mean 
Absolute 
Error (%) 

Standard 
Deviation 

Time 

4/30 5-7-19-1 Satlin-Radbas-
Radbas-Satlins 

5.94 16.47 40 minutes 

3/50 5-7-1 Tansig-Tansig-
Purelin 

5.06 13.85 1.1 hours 

4/100 5-10-18-1 Radbas- Softmax-
Radbas- Netinv 

4.59 14.80 3 hours 

4/150 5-24-8-1 Purelin-Logsig-
Logsig-Satlins 

5.16 14.61 5 hours 

Table 5: Details of the best ANN structure as this was derived from the optimization process, for 
different number of generations of the GA 

 
The deterioration in the performance for 150 runs is not expected but can be attributed to 

the fact that each GA run depends on some random parameters, like the initial values of the 
chromosome or the randomness in the selection of characteristics to mutate. In a real-world 
situation, this can be easily tackled by adding generations of investigation until a specific 
performance criterion is met. The most suitable solutions are found in the 50 and 100 generations 
runs. The difference lies in the fact that for 100 generations  a better mean error is acquired but a 
worse deviation metric. The final choice depends on the trade-off between these characteristics. 

Another interesting conclusion is that smaller networks are more able to capture the 
dependencies between the input and the output. Even though the number of layers had a 
maximum value of 10, only 3 or 4-layer networks showed good performance (3 is the minimum 
limit for ANNs). This can be attributed to more robust behavior of small networks due to the 
following aspect. The influence of the jth input to the ith output depends on all the alternative 
paths that connect them and the increase of this path number (because of higher number of layers) 
seems to increase the standard deviation of the prediction. A similar result appears in the circuit 
synthesis domain, where the increase in the number of paths (ladder compared to lattice 
synthesis) results in higher system sensitivity. 

In Figure 17 the evolution of the mean absolute error of the saved networks is portrayed 
for each run. These networks are saved as the GA progresses and if the intermediate validation 
criterion is met (error in the intermediate validation set<10%). The lack of stability (continuously 



reduced mean error) in this process is due to the fact that randomness is up to a point inherent in 
an evolutionary approach due to the use of operators such as mutation and crossover. 

 
Figure 17: Temporal evolution of the performance (Mean Absolute Error on the independent 

validation set) of the networks that meet the save criterion (MAE<10% on the intermediate validation 
set). After a period of time, the GA has converged to a suitable solution, after which the performance 

of the investigated networks deteriorates 
 

Furthermore, from this graph it is evident that a large number of good quality networks 
are produced through the proposed optimization process. It can also be seen that the networks that 
are saved in later generations of one run appear to be losing quality. This can be attributed to the 
fact that when the GA finds a good solution, it also focuses on nearby similar configurations. If 
the good solution is the local or global optimum, then the nearby solutions will be 
underperforming and a large number of the candidates will be devoted to this area in vain (other 
solutions based on crossover will search the remaining sample space). However this is also one of 
the strengths of GAs, since through this process in the early stages vast areas of the sample space 
are tried out and afterwards the best ones are thoroughly examined in order to find the optimal 
solution in that particular interval. 

The distribution of the errors of the network in predicting the performance (test scores) is 
directly compared to the multi-variate regression method in Figure 18. This accuracy is based 
only on the independent validation set only, for objectivity purposes. 

6.2 Comparison with multi-variate linear regression 

In order to compare our approach, the multivariate regression method was chosen, that is also 
used in [8]. The MATLAB function mvregress was used, in the same normalized data set. The 
only difference was that now the training and intermediate validation data vectors were merged. 
In this method, there is no need to have intermediate validation step. For the validation of the 
results, the same 30% independent validation data set was used, for objectivity purposes. The 
details of the approximation function appear in Table 6. The Coefficients cell contains in the 
respective order the multipliers for each one of the 5 inputs depicted in Figure 15, plus the 
constant factor. Their values are low because they have been derived for the normalized values of 
the dataset in the [-1,1] interval. 
 

Coefficients Mean Absolute 
Error 

Standard Deviation Time needed 

0.0218 
-0.0171 

8.78% 18.15 ~1 second 



0.8326 
-0.0801 
0.0631 
0 

Table 6: Multi-variate regression details 
 
The results from this method have been incorporated in Figure 18 for direct comparison with the 
best ANN models from the optimization method.  

 
 
Figure 18: Histogram of the errors in the independent validation set for 50 and 100 generation runs 
of the GA-ANN model compared to multi-variate regression. The difference lies on the center of the 
distributions, which for the proposed method is around 0 while for mv-regress is around 8%, The 

horizontal axis is the error (%) in the estimation (in bins) while the vertical is the number of 
validation cases for which the error was in the specific bin. 

 
From the comparison of the two approaches it can be concluded that the optimized ANNs 

have a better performance in terms of Mean Absolute Error and standard deviation. This is also 
evident from the distribution of the errors as depicted in the histogram. While the ANN models 
exhibit high concentration of errors around the zero value, this is not the case for the regression 
model, which concentrates around the 8-10% error point.  

The standard deviation values are high for both methods, but this is due to specific values 
of the 328-case validation set for which the measurements have large deviations. This happens for 
the peaks of the graphs presented in Section 5 and can be attributed to some random effects that 
affect system performance (e.g. system tasks that update the OS inside the VM etc.), like in the 
case of P=250 msec that was mentioned in the previous sections. 

However, because the proposed method has much larger computational needs, for 
environments where new models must be created on the fly the multi-variate regression method 
offers a satisfactory performance in a very fast way. In the context of investigation in this paper 
(Infrastructure/Cloud Provider that wants to have a model for more efficient allocation of VMs 
over nodes), the computational needs of the optimized ANN method are not considered a 
constraint. The models will be created once, and may be refreshed in the future with new data. 
However, tight timing constraints for the production of the models do not exist. This is an off-line 
process. 
Detailed percent improvements achieved by the compared method are depicted in Table 7. 
 
 
 



Method %Improvement (ANN Mean 
Absolute Error compared to 
MVregress) 

%Improvement (ANN 
Standard Deviation compared 
to MVregress) 

50 gen. GA-
ANN 

42.36% 23.64% 

100 gen GA-
ANN 

47.61% 18.4% 

 
Table 7: Comparison between multivariate regression and GA-optimized ANNs 

 
For the response time of the models, that is the duration needed for each model to 

provide the prediction after the assertion of the conditions of execution to the input, this was 
better for the multivariate regression. However, for the ANN it was also very fast (~10 
milliseconds), thus not making this a critical limitation.  

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK  

 
As a conclusion, the emergence of virtualized and shared infrastructures like Clouds imposes a 
significant challenge for providers and applications. Applications that are running inside virtual 
machines are affected by many factors like virtualization and co-allocation of other VMs. In this 
paper, the effects of these allocation decisions were investigated, by taking under consideration a 
significant number of parameters like real time scheduling decisions, types of workload and 
different deployment scenarios. The performance overhead posed by these parameters can reach 
up to 150%, while carefully selecting the co-allocated tasks and the scenario of placement can 
minimize or even cancel this effect. What is more, higher scheduling periods result in a 
significant reduction in the overhead caused by the interference. Furthermore, the application of 
such a performance analysis method on new hardware design may lead to optimized multi-core 
architectures for Cloud-specific environments, through the identification of bottlenecks like the 
shared memory bus.   

In order to provide an automatic decision making mechanism that will guide the 
infrastructures to proper configurations and remove the need of human intervention, a GA-
optimized ANN can be used to model, quantify and accurately predict the performance of the 
applications for a given configuration. The model acquired from this process is effective 
(error<5%), generic and can be at any time extended in order to include other identified 
significant factors or scenarios. Through the use of this mechanism, an Infrastructure/Cloud 
provider can have a priori knowledge of the interference. Thus they are able to optimize the 
management of the physical resources.  

For the future, one interesting aspect to pursue is the automatic detection of the type of 
workload caused by each application. In this study, the analysis was based on the 6 Matlab 
benchmark tests, that depict different types of computations. For real-world applications this 
means that they must be matched to one or more of these elementary tests, based for example on 
the comparison of their footprints. 
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 APPENDIX A:  REMAINING FIGURES FROM SECTION 5.1 

 
 
 

 
    

a) Standalone Test 3             b) Standalone Test 2 
 
 

 
        c) Standalone Test 5 

 
Figure A.1: Remaining figures from Section 5.1 (Figure 4: Test scores for different CPU percentages 

and granularity (scheduling period) when the tests are running without any interference (co-
scheduled tests). The test score (vertical axis) indicates the time needed for executing one test run and 
has been calculated from the mean value of hundreds of test runs inside a 500-second execution run. 
The scheduling period (horizontal axis) is the time interval in which the allocation of X% CPU share 

is guaranteed) 
 
 
 



APPENDIX B: REMAINING COMBINATIONS FROM SECTION 5.4 

                                                       
     a) Tests 1 and 3 Combined Performance               b) Tests 4 and 4 Combined Performance 
 

                     
 
      c) Tests 4 and 5 Combined Performance             d) Tests 5 and 5 Combined Performance     

                            
 
      e) Tests 3 and 4 Combined Performance            f) Tests 2 and 3 Combined Performance 



                            
  g) Tests 1 and 6 Combined Performance              h) Tests 3 and 6 Combined Performance 

                            
 i) Tests 2 and 5 Combined Performance               j) Tests 2 and 2 Combined Performance 

        
    k) Tests 3 and 3 Combined Performance              l) Tests 1 and 2 Combined Performance 
                 
Figure B.1: Remaining Combinations from Section 5.4 (Figure 6: Comparison of system level (added 

scores) performance for all deployment scenarios and 40% CPU allocation per VM. In each of the 
graphs a specific combination of tests is investigated in order to compare their added scores (vertical 

axis) with regard to different deployment scenarios and how this performance is affected by the 
scheduling period P) 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

APPENDIX C:  FIGURES FOR PINGING PERIOD=2 SECOND (CONTINUATION OF SECTION 5.5) 

 

           
 
   (a)                                                                (b) 
 
Figure C.1: a)Mean time of the response times for full load and various configurations of granularity 
of assignment (scheduling period) P and pinging period 2 seconds b) Mdev time (as reported by the 

ping command) of the response times for full load and various configurations of granularity of 
assignment  (scheduling period) P and pinging period 2 seconds (continuation of Section  5.5) 

 
 
 

APPENDIX D:  NUMBER OF EXECUTIONS FOR EACH OF THE DATA POINTS I N SAME CORE SCENARIO 

GRAPHS 

 

 
(a) Test 1 number of runs when co-scheduled with all other tests 

 



 
(b) Test 2 number of runs when co-scheduled with all other tests 

 
(c) Test 3 number of runs when co-scheduled with all other tests 

 
(d) Test 4 number of runs when co-scheduled with all other tests 

 



 
(e) Test 5 number of runs when co-scheduled with all other tests 

 

 
(f) Test 6 number of runs when co-scheduled with all other tests 

 
 

Figure D.1: Number of test runs from which the mean values for the scores were extracted for the 
same core scenario graphs (Figure 5) for a) Test 1 when it is coscheduled with all other tests b) Test 2 
when it is coscheduled with all other tests c) Test 3 when it is coscheduled with all other tests d) Test 

4 when it is coscheduled with all other tests  e) Test 5 when it is coscheduled with all other tests f) 
Test 6 when it is coscheduled with all other tests 
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